
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
New Year Brings Major Changes for Employee-Owned DVL Group, Exclusive Delaware Valley 
Liebert Representative 
 
Data center solutions company lauds new CEO and Executives 
 
Bristol, Pa. – (Jan. 12, 2017) – As of the first of the year, DVL Group, an employee-owned data 
center solutions company, appointed Gary Hill as its new CEO. Mr. Hill, who has been with the 
company for over 20 years, is the company’s fourth CEO since its founding in 1985. He most recently 
served as President of Data Center Solutions prior to succeeding former CEO Michael Beck.  
 
Simultaneously, Mr. Beck transitioned from the role of CEO to Chief Marketing Officer. In this newly 
formed position, he will focus on his passion of marketing, as his 33 years of experience in the 
industry will serve as a major asset to his efforts. A main goal of his is to work with Marketing 
Specialist, Jodi Holland, to communicate to the marketplace how DVL can solve their IT challenges 
and to empower employee-owners to expertly serve customers. 
 
Other organizational changes include the creation of several additional executive level positions. 
Sanja Motz, formerly Director of Service Sales, is now DVL’s first VP of Service Operations. Jim 
Boyle, formerly Controller, is the new Director of Finance, and Kerry Shepherd, formerly Internal 
Sales and Service Manager, will serve as Director of Operations. 
 
Another recent change that greatly affects DVL Group, is the rebranding of Emerson Network Power, 
now known as Vertiv. As of December 1, 2016, Vertiv became the new name of the company that 
manufacturers the majority of the products that DVL Group sells, primarily, Liebert Products. 
 
Mr. Hill is welcoming these changes as he is enthusiastic about starting the year, as well as his 
tenure as CEO, off on the right foot. “I am thrilled to have the opportunity to lead DVL, and am 
inspired by the employee-owners I work with.” He is confident that DVL Group is only getting started 
when it comes to expanding capabilities. He adds, “I look forward to continuing the momentum we 
have established in our marketplace and will embrace the inevitable changes that come along with it. 
Today, information technology is the core of every business, and our chance to support it, with critical 
products and services, has never been better.” 
 

### 
 
About DVL Group, Inc. 
DVL Group, Inc. (Delaware Valley Liebert) is a 100% employee-owned comprehensive data center 
solutions company, based out of Bristol, Pa., with another location in Harrisburg, Pa. DVL is 
dedicated to serving customers in Eastern and Central Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and 
Northern Delaware. 
 
DVL has the talent, experience, technology, and service to build a superior data center infrastructure, 
providing a solution for today and tomorrow. With the strength of Liebert behind DVL, a 
comprehensive, consultative first step that defines the strategic approach to customers’ needs, 
innovative assessment tools, frequent on-site reviews and analyses, and more, DVL is perfecting the 
science of data center infrastructure implementation. Learn more at: www.DVLnet.com. 
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